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[571 ABSTRACT 

A die having a metallic block with a depression. the depres- 
sion having at least one cross-sectional @ansition zone. at 
least one laser shock peened surface encompassing at least 
a portion of the zone, a region having deep compressive 
residual stresses imparted by laser shock peening ( U P )  
extending into the airfoil born the laser shock peened 
surface. The die has been found to be useful for cold rolling 
blanks such when the metallic block is a cold rolling die 
block The die may be adapted for forming a gas turbine 
engine component, such as a compressor blade, having an 
&oil such that the depression corresponds to the axfoil. 

6 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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FIG. 1 A  
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LASER SROCK PEENED DIES surface. Laser peening has been utilized to create a com- 
pressively stressed proteczion layer at the outer surface of a 

RELATJ2D PATENT APPLICATIONS workoiece which is known to considerably increase the 

The present Application deals w~th related subject matter 
in US. Pat. Nos. 5.492.447. entitled "LASER SHOCK 
P E E N E D  ROTOR C O M P O N E N T S  FOR 
TURBOMACIIINIZRY", 5.591.009. entltled "LASER 
SHOCK PEENED GAS TURBINE ESGINE FAN BLADE 
EDGES", and Ser. No. 081362.362, entitled "ON THE FLY 
LASFX SHOCK PEENTNG". 

resistance of the workpiece to fatigue failure-as d~sclosed in 
U.S. Pat. No. 4.937.42 1. entitled "Laser Peening System and 
Method". However, the prior art does not disclose laser 
shock peening transition areas of forging dies to countm 
cyclic peak tensile stress concentrations below the surface of 
the dies of the type claimed by the present patent nor the 
methods of how to produce them. It is to this end that the 
present invention is directed. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION SUMMARY OF THE Ih'VEILTON 
1. Field of the Invention A die having a metallic block with a depression. the 
This invention relates to pinch and roll dies and. more 15 depression having at least one cross-sectional transition 

particularly- to dies having localized com~ressive residual zone. at least one laser shock peened surface encompassing 
by laser shock peening along transition at least a portion of the zone, a region having deep com- 

areas of the dies. pressive residual stresses imparted by laser shock peening 
2. Description of Related Art (LSP) extending into the metallic block from the laser shock 
Among the m;lny processes used to form such 20 peened surface. The die has been found to be useful for cold 
compressor blades for gas tuhine engines, is pinch and rolling blanks. Such a die has what is referred to herein 

rolling which uses dies to form an article from a metallic a cold rolling die block 
blank by applylng pressure to the blank so that it will A more parUcuiar embodiment of the die of the present 
conform to the hollows of the dies. Cold forming or rolling 25 invention includes first and second laser shock peened 
dies have Limited Lives due to surface cracking. surfaces encompassing at least portions of corresponding 

?'his failure mechanism is low cycle fatigue structural f is t  and second cross-sectional transition zones, each of the 
failure, particularly, at cross-sectional bansition zones zones located along one of opposite longitudinally extending 
where the shape of Ule variable aoss-section changes par- edges of the depression. and first and second regions having 
titularly where there is arapid change in the cross-section of 30 deep cowressive residual stresses imparted by laser shock 
the dies shape. mically. in a cold rolling compressor blade ~eehning (LSP) extending into the airfoil from the first and 
die this can occur along arcas corresponding to longitudi- second laser shock peened surfaces. A third laser shock 
nally extending areas along leading and trailing edges of the peened surface may be located along a @i-insverse portion of 
airfoil and transversely extending areas corresponding to the the die between the longitudinally extending edges of the 
base of the airfoil. 35 depression. . the third laser shock peened surface encompass- 

This peak level stressing fatigues the die thus ~ n g  at least a portion of a corresponding third cross-sectional 

limiting its useful life, is expensive to refurbish an&or transition zone. and a third region having deep compressive 

the dies and, therefore, any means to and residuai stresses imparied by iaser shock peeuiug (LSP) 

the life of the dies is vely deskable, sever& extending into the airfoil fiom the third l a m  shock peened 

successive roll passes are used to progressively form the 40 surface. 
workpiece such as the compressor blade exemplified in this The die may be adapted for forming a gas turbine engine 
patent application. A different set of die blocks are used for component. such as a compressor blade, having an airfoil 
each pass and thus quality is more diecult to maintain and the depression corresponds to an airfoil having longi- 
because of the additional degree of variability introduced by tudinally spaced apan airfoil base and tip which are trans- 
more frequent changing and/or refwbishment of the differ- 45 versely disposed between opposite longiatdindy extending 
ent sets of die blocks. ?he present invention is directed leading and t r m g  edges. The opposite longitudinally 
towads t h i s  end and provi&s dies with regions of deep extending edges of the die correspond to the leading and 
compressive residual stresses imparted by laser shock peen- trailing edges and the transverse portion corresponds to the 
ing along transition area of the dies. base. This die is particularly useful for compressor blades 

~h~ region of deep compressive residual $tresses imparted 50 for which the metallic block is a cold rolling die block. 
by laser shock peening of the present invention is not to be 
confused with a surface layer zone of a work piece that 

ADVANTAGES 

contains locally bounded compressive residual stresses that Among the advantages provided by the present invention 
are induced by a hardening operation using a laser beam to is the ability to provide long life dies and in particular cold 
l d y  heat and thereby. harden the work piece such as that 55 rolling dies which can better withstand fatigue failure due to 
which is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5235.838, entitled cyclical peaklevel stressing. By extending the useful life of 
'Method and Apparatus for T ~ i n g  or Straightening Out of dies the invention reduces manufacturing costs related to 
True Work Pieces". The present invention uses multiple refurbishing andfor replacing the dies. The present invention 
radiation pulses fYom high power pulsed lasers to produce provides dies with regions of deep compressive residual 
shock waves on surface of transition area of forging dies 60 stresses imparted by laser shock peening along transition 
using methods similar to those disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. areas of dies where tensile stresses are concentrated during 
3.850.698. entitled "Altering Material Properties"; U S .  Pat. cyclical peak level stressing and which areas are subject to 
No. 4401,477. entitled "Laser Shock Processing"; and U.S. fatigue failure and which often are the lirst cause for 
Pat. No. 5.13 1,957, entitled "Material Properties" Laser scrapping or refurbishing the die. The present invcntion also 
peening as understood in the srt and as used herein means 65 helps produce a mare consistent process with less variability 
utilizing a laser team from a lasa. beam source to produce from one blade to another and, therefore. a higher quality 
a strong localized compressive force on a portion of a blade. Several successive roll passes are used to progres- 
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sively form the workpiece such as a compressor blade and and 52L may also have a transversely extending cross- 
the decrease in variability lowers the number of different sets sectional transition zone 56 which corresponds to the blade 
of die blocks are used for each pass and thus quality is easier basc 30. - .  
to maintain. This also reduces costs because less frequent 
changing and/or refurbishment of the different sets of die 
blocks are required as well as a smaller number in inventory. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWIEiGS 

The foregoing aspects and other features of the invention 
are explained in the following description. taken in connec- 
tion with the accompanying drawings where: 

FIG. 1 IS an exemplary cross-sectional elevated view of a 
cold rolling die. in accordance with the present invention. 
illustrating how ~t can be used to form the airfoil of the blade 
illustrated in FIG. 1A. 

FIG. LA is perspedve illustrative view of an exemplary 
aircraft gas t h i n e  engine compressor blade typically found 
in the prior art. 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged view of a portion of the die and blade 
blank in FIG. I. 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view through the die and blade 
taken along h e  L 3  in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view through the die and blade 
taken along line W in FTG. 1. 

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view through the die and blade 
taken along line 5-5 in HG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPT?ON OF THE 
m W O N  

Illustrated in FIG. 1 is a pinch and roll die assembly 10 
having upper and lower dies 12 and 14. respectively that 
may be used to form a blade blank 15 into an airfoil 16 of 
a conventional aircraft gas turbine engine compressor blade 
20 which is illustrated in FIG. 1A. The blade blank 15 
includes a root portion 22 and an airfoil portion 24. The 
a X d  i 6  is formed from rhe airfoii portion 24 of the biade 
blank 15 by cold rolling the airfoil portion between the upper 
and lower dies 12 and 14 in accordance with the present 
invention. Aroot 28 of the blade 20 is later cut or broached 
from the root portion 22 of the blade blank 15. 

The compressor blade 20 typically includes the airfoil 16 
extending kom a blade base 30 to a blade tip 31. The &oil 
16 extends longitudinally outward from a blade platform 32 
at its base 30 and the root 28 extends longitudinally inward 
from the platform. The reference to longitudinally inward 
and outward corresponds to radially inward and outward in 
a gas turbine engine having a centerline as its radial origin. 
The blade 20 also includes a longitudinally extending lead- 
ing edge LE and a longitudinally extending trailing edge TE 
which are uansvasely located opposite to each other on the 
blade. Apressure side 46 of the airfoil 16 faces in the general 
direction of rotation as indicated by the arrow and a suction 
side 48 is on the other side of the airfoil. 

The upper and lower dies 12 and 14 of the die assembly 
10 have upper and lower metallic roll blocks SOU and 50L 
with upper and lower depressions 5215 and 52L. 
respectively. which are f m e r  illustrated in FIGS. 2-5. The 
upper and lower depressions 52U and 52L correspond to the 
suction and pressure sides 48 and 46 of the airfoil 16. 
respectively. Each of the upper and lower depressions 52U 
and 52L. respectively, have edges that include longitudinally 
extending cross-sectional transition zone 54 which are trans- 
versely located opposite to each other and correspond to the 
longitudinally extending leading edge and trailing edges LE 
and TE, respectively. The upper and lower depressions 52U 

To counter fatigue failure of the dies due to cracks that can 
develop and emanate from within the longitudinally extend- 
ing and transversely extending cross-se~Tional transition 
zones M and 56. respectively, the present invention provides 
laser shock peened surfaces 64 encompassing at least a 
portion of each of the zones and a region 66 having deep 

' O  compressive residual stresses imparted by laser shock peen- 
ing (LSP) extending into the dies from the laser shock 
peened surface. The present invennon produces the laser 
shock peened surfaces 64 with laser h a m  induced shock 
waves generally indicated by overlapping laser shock " peened circular spots indicated generally by overlapping 
circles labelled C in IiICS. 4 and 5. The die has been found 
to be useful for cold rolling blanks such when the metallic 
block is a cold rolling die block. 

The laser beam shock induced deep compressive residual 
stresses in the compressive pre-stressed regions 66 are 
generally about 50-150 KPSI (Kilo Pounds per Square Inch) 
extending from the laser shock surfaces 64 to a depth of 
about 20-50 mils into laser shock induced compressive 

25 residually pre-stressed regions 66. The laser beam shock 
induced deep compressive residual stresses are produced by 
repetitively firing a high energy laser beam that is focused on 
surface 64 which my be covered with paint to create peak 
power densities having an order of magnitude of a gigawaW 

30 cm'. The laser beam is fired through a curtain of flowing 
water that is flowed o v a  the surface 64 and the paint is 
ablated generating plasma which results in shock waves on 
the surface of the material. These shock waves are 
re-directed towards the painted surface by the curtain of ,, flowing water to generate t r a v e b g  shock waves (pressure 
waves) in the material below the painted surface. The 
amplitude and quantity of these shock waves determine the 
depth and intensity ofthe compressive stresses. The pant is 
used to protect the target surface and also to generate 

40 plasma. Ablated paint material is washed out by the curtain 
of flowing water. It is also possible to not use paint. These 
and other methods for laser shock peening are disclosed in 
greater detail in US. Pat No. 5.492.447. entitled "LASER 
SHOCK PEENED ROTOR COMPONENTS FOR TUR- 

45 ROMACHIINERrl and Ser. No. 081362362. entitled "ON 
THE FLY LASER SHOCK PEENING. which are both 
incorporated herein by reference. 

While the preferred embodiment of the present invention 
has k e n  described fully in orda to explain its principles. it 

so is understood that various modifications or alterations may 
be made to the preferred embodiment without departing 
from the scope of the invention as set forth in the appended 
claims. 

We claim: 
55 1. A die comprising: 

a metallic block having a depression, 
said depression having at least one cross-sectional tran- 

sition zone, 

60 at least one l a m  shock peened surface encompassing at 
least a portion of said zone. 

a region having deep compressive residual stresses 
imparted by laser shock peening (LSP) extending into 
said metallic block from said laser shock peened sur- 

65 face. 
2. A die as claimed in claim 1 wherein said metallic block 

is a cold rolling die block 
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3. A die as claimed in ciaim 1 further comprising: a third region having deep compressive residual stresses 
first and second laser shock peened surfaces encompass- imparted by laser shock peening (LSP) extending into 

ing at least portions of corresponding first and second said metallic block from said third laser shock peened 
cross-sectional transition zones, surface. 

5. A die as claimed in claim 4 wherein the die is for 
each of said zones located along one of opposite longi- fomunp a gas nubine cogbe mmponent an 

tudinally extending edges of said depression, and the die further comprising: 
first and second regions having deep compressive residual 

stresses imparted by laser shock peening (LSP) extend- 
ing into said metallic block from said first and second 
laser shock peened surfaces. 

4. A die as claimed in claim 3 further comprising: 
a third laser shock peened surface located along a trans- 

verse portion of the die between raid longitudinally 
extending edges. 

said third laser shock peened surface encompassing at 
least a portion of a correspnding third cross-sectional 
transition zone. and 

. - 
mid depression corresponding to an airfoil having longi- 

tudinally spaced apart airfoil base and tip transversely 
lo disposed between opposite longitudinally extending 

lading and trailing edges. 
said opposite longitudinally extending edges of said 

depression corresponding to said leading and trailing 
edges. and 

15 said transverse portion corresponding to said base. 
6. A dic as claimed in claim 5 wherein said metallic block 

is a cold rolling die block 
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